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EXAMPLES OF IRREDUCIBLE SYMPLECTIC
VARIETIES
ARVID PEREGO
Abstract. Irreducible symplectic manifolds are one of the three
building blocks of compact Ka¨hler manifolds with numerically triv-
ial canonical bundle by the Beauville-Bogomolov decomposition
theorem. There are several singular analogues of irreducible sym-
plectic manifolds, in particular in the context of compact Ka¨hler
orbifolds, and in the context of normal projective varieties with
canonical singularities. In this paper we will collect their defini-
tions, analyze their mutual relations and provide a list of known
examples.
1. Introduction
A central problem in complex geometry is the classification of Ricci-
flat compact Ka¨hler manifolds. By Yau’s theorem [53], these are ex-
actly the compact Ka¨hler manifolds whose first Chern class is zero in
H2pX,Rq or, equivalently, whose canonical bundle is numerically triv-
ial. This implies that the Kodaira dimension is zero.
In dimension 1, compact Ka¨hler manifolds of Kodaira dimension
zero are exactly elliptic curves. The birational classification of com-
pact complex surfaces shows that compact Ka¨hler surfaces of Kodaira
dimension zero are K3 surfaces, 2´dimensional complex tori, Enriques
surfaces and bielliptic surfaces.
Among compact Ka¨hler manifolds of Kodaira dimension zero, a very
special role is played by those manifolds whose canonical bundle is
trivial (which are sometimes called Calabi-Yau manifolds).
The first family of examples is given by complex tori, i. e. quotients
of a complex vector space V of dimension n by a rank 2n lattice Γ in V .
A projective complex torus is called Abelian variety : in dimension 1 all
complex tori are projective, and they are exactly the elliptic curves. In
higher dimension there are complex tori which are not projective. In
any case, if X is a complex torus of dimension n, then π1pXq » Z
2n.
A second family of examples is given by special unitary manifolds,
i. e. compact Ka¨hler manifolds with trivial canonical bundle, whose
every finite e´tale covering has no non-trivial holomorphic p´form for
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0 ă p ă n (where n is the complex dimension). They are projective for
n ě 3, and have finite fundamental group, which is trivial if n is even
(see Proposition 2 of [2]). Simply connected special unitary manifolds
are called irreducible Calabi-Yau manifolds.
A third family of examples is given by irreducible symplectic mani-
folds, that will be our main interest. We recall that if X is a complex
manifold, a holomorphic symplectic form on X is a closed, holomorphic
2´form σ on X which is everywhere non-degenerate. A holomorphic
symplectic manifold is a complex manifold admitting a holomorphic
symplectic form. Among holomorphic symplectic manifolds we find all
even-dimensional complex tori.
If X is a holomorphic symplectic manifold, then its complex dimen-
sion is even. If 2n is the complex dimension of X , and σ is a holo-
morphic symplectic form on X , then σn is a nowhere vanishing section
of KX : it follows that a holomorphic symplectic manifold has trivial
canonical bundle. Moreover, as σ is closed, then it defines a nontrivial
cohomology class in H0pX,Ω2Xq.
Definition 1.1. An irreducible symplectic manifold is a compact,
Ka¨hler, holomorphic symplectic manifold X which is simply connected
and such that h2,0pXq “ 1.
Remark 1.2. As shown in Propositions 3 and 4 of [2], an irreducible
symplectic manifold X of dimension n, then for every 0 ď p ď n we
have
(1) hp,0pXq “
"
0, if p is odd
1, otherwise
Conversely, by Proposition A.1 of [21] every compact, Ka¨hler, holomor-
phic symplectic manifold X of complex dimension n such that hp,0pXq
is as in (1) is simply connected, and hence an irreducible symplectic
manifold.
Remark 1.3. As shown in Proposition 4 of [2], a compact Ka¨hler man-
ifold of complex dimension 2n is a holomorphic symplectic manifold if
and only if its holonomy group is contained in the symplectic group
Spprq. The holonomy group is precisely Spprq if and only if X is an
irreducible symplectic manifold.
As already recalled, Ricci-flat compact Ka¨hler surfaces are K3 sur-
faces, complex tori of dimension 2, Enriques surfaces and bielliptic
surfaces. Among them, K3 surfaces are both irreducible Calabi-Yau
and irreducible symplectic.
An Enriques surface is a finite quotient of a K3 surface by a fixed
point free involution, while a bielliptic surface is quotient of an Abelian
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surface (product of two elliptic curves) by the free action of a finite
Abelian group. It follows that a Ricci-flat compact Ka¨hler surface has
a finite e´tale covering wich is either an irreducible symplectic (Calabi-
Yau) surface or a complex torus of dimension 2.
The same phenomenon occurs for higher dimensional Ricci-flat com-
pact Ka¨hler manifolds, giving to complex tori, irreducible Calabi-Yau
manifolds and irreducible symplectic manifolds a special role in the
classification. This is the content of the following, which goes under
the name of Beauville-Bogomolov Decomposition Theorem, and whose
proof (based on several results of differential geometry) is contained in
[6] and [2].
Theorem 1.4. Let X be a Ricci-flat compact Ka¨hler manifold. Then
X has a finite e´tale covering f : Y ÝÑ X, where Y is a product of com-
plex tori, irreducible Calabi-Yau manifolds and irreducible symplectic
manifolds.
While it is not difficult to provide examples of complex tori and irre-
ducible Calabi-Yau manifolds, it is a hard problem to give examples of
irreducible symplectic manifolds. The list of all the known deformation
classes is very short:
(1) Irreducible symplectic surfaces are exactly K3 surfaces.
(2) For n ě 2, the Hilbert scheme HilbnpSq of n points on a K3
surface S is an irreducible symplectic manifold of dimension 2n
(see The´ore`me 3 of [2]).
(3) For n ě 2, let T be a complex torus of dimension 2 and
s : Hilbn`1pT q ÝÑ T the sum morphism. Then KumnpT q :“
s´1p0Sq, called generalized Kummer variety, is an irreducible
symplectic manifold of dimension 2n (see The´ore`me 4 of [2]).
(4) Two more deformation examples, OG6 of dimension 6 and OG10
of dimension 10, were constructed by O’Grady (in [45] and [44]
respectively) as a symplectic resolution of some singular moduli
spaces of semistable sheaves on a projective K3 or on an Abelian
surface.
The previous examples form different deformation classes because
even if they can have the same dimension, they have different second
Betti number (which is, following the previous ordering, 22, 23, 7, 8
and 24, see [2], [44], [45] and [50]).
Remark 1.5. Different constructions of examples of irreducible sym-
plectic manifolds were presented in [4], [22], [46], [9] (deformation equiv-
alent to Hilb2pK3q) and [29] (deformation equivalent to Hilb4pK3q).
Moduli spaces of stable sheaves or of Bridgeland stable complexes on
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projective K3 surfaces or on Abelian surfaces give rise to examples of
irreducible symplectic manifolds which are deformation equivalent to
Hilbert schemes of points on K3 surfaces or to generalized Kummer
varieties on Abelian surfaces.
Theorem 1.4 is stated only for compact Ka¨hler manifolds. Anyway,
if X is a complex projective manifold with Kodaira dimension zero, the
minimal model Y of X (whose conjectural existence is predicted by the
Minimal Model Program) is a projective variety which is birational to
X , and has terminal singularities and nef canonical divisor. Assuming
the abundance conjecture, it follows that a multiple of the canonical
divisor KY of Y is trivial.
For the classification of projective varieties whose Kodaira dimension
is 0 it is then central to extend Theorem 1.4 to normal projective
varieties having terminal singularities and torsion (i. e. numerically
trivial by Theorem 8.2 of [26]) canonical divisor. This implies the need
for a definition of singular analogues of irreducible Calabi-Yau and
symplectic manifold.
Various definitions have been proposed and studied over the years,
and the main purpose of this survey is to present a list of definitions
of irreducible Calabi-Yau and symplectic varieties which can be found
in the literature, together with a list of known example.
2. Irreducible symplectic varieties
There are two main settings we will consider: orbifolds and varieties
with canonical singularities. The second one is more natural for the
purposes of the Minimal Model Program, while the first one has the
advantage to be more similar to the smooth case (and it was the first
one to be considered).
2.1. Orbifolds. A first generalization of the decomposition theorem
was obtained by Campana in [8], in the setting of orbifolds. We refer
the reader to [10] or to [15] (where orbifolds are called V-manifolds)
for precise definitions and results on these analytic spaces.
An orbifold is a connected, para-compact analytic space X such that
for every x P X there is an open neighborhood U of x in X , an open
subset V of Cn (with respect to the Euclidean topology) and a finite
group G of automorphisms of V such that there is an isomorphism
φ : V {G ÝÑ U . The composition π : V ÝÑ U of the projection
V ÝÑ V {G with φ is called uniformization map, and the triple pV,G, πq
a uniformizing system for U .
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It follows from Proposition 1.3 of [5] and by Proposition 5.15 of
[28] that an orbifold is normal, Q´factorial, Cohen-Macaulay and has
rational singularities.
On an orbifold X of dimension n one can then always find a uni-
formizing open cover tUiuiPI , i. e. for each i P I there is a uniformizing
system pVi, Gi, πiq for Ui. The sheaf of differential p´forms on X is
denoted ApX , and by definition it is the sheaf which restricted to Ui is
πi˚pA
p
Vi
qGi , i. e. the push-forward under πi of the Gi´invariant part of
the sheaf of differential p´forms on Vi. Similarly one defines the sheaf
of holomorphic p´forms on X , denoted ΩpX .
A differential 2´form ω P A2XpXq is a Ka¨hler form for X if for every
x P X and every uniformizing system pV,G, πq of an open neighborhood
U of x, we have that ω|U P pA
2
V q
GpV q is a Ka¨hler metric on V .
Moreover, one can still define the notion of first Chern class for orb-
ifolds: the canonical sheaf KX (which, restricted to every uniformized
open subset U with uniformizing system pV,G, πq, is just π˚KV ) is not
in general locally free, but KmX is if m is a multiple of |G|. It follows
that if X is compact, then there is m " 0 such that KmX is locally free,
and one defines c1pXq :“ ´
1
m
c1pK
m
X q.
As shown by Theorem 1.1 of [8], if X is a compact, connected Ka¨hler
orbifold such that c1pXq “ 0 in H
2pX,Rq, every Ka¨hler class is repre-
sented by a unique Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metric on X .
2.1.1. The decomposition theorem for orbifolds. As in the smooth case,
one has two important kinds of Ricci-flat compact Ka¨hler orbifolds
which arise. The first one generalizes irreducible Calabi-Yau manifolds.
Definition 2.1. An irreducible Calabi-Yau orbifold is a compact, con-
nected Ka¨hler orbifold X having simply connected smooth locus, KX »
OX and H
0pX,ΩpXq “ 0 for every 0 ă p ă dimpXq.
By Proposition 6.6 of [8] an irreducible Calabi-Yau orbifold of di-
mension n is equivalently a compact, connected Ka¨hler orbifold whose
smooth locus is simply connected, and which has a Ricci-flat Ka¨hler
metric whose holonomy group is SUpnq.
The second kind of Ricci-flat compact Ka¨hler orbifolds is a gener-
alization of irreducible symplectic manifolds. A closed holomorphic
2´form on X , i. e. a global section of Ω2X , which is everywhere non-
degenerate is called symplectic form. An orbifold admitting a holomor-
phic symplectic form is called holomorphic symplectic orbifold. As for
holomorphic symplectic manifolds, a holomorphic symplectic orbifold
has even complex dimension and trivial canonical sheaf.
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Definition 2.2. An irreducible symplectic orbifold is a compact, con-
nected Ka¨hler orbifold which is holomorphic symplectic, has simply con-
nected smooth locus and h0pX,ΩpXq “ 1.
By Proposition 6.6 of [8] an irreducible symplectic orbifold of dimen-
sion 2n is equivalently a compact, connected Ka¨hler orbifold whose
smooth locus is simply connected, and which has a Ricci-flat Ka¨hler
metric whose holonomy group is Sppnq.
The decomposition theorem for Ricci-flat compact Ka¨hler orbifolds
is the following (see Theorem 6.4 of [8]):
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a Ricci-flat compact Ka¨hler orbifold. Then X
has a finite quasi-e´tale covering f : Y ÝÑ X, where Y is a product of
complex tori, irreducible Calabi-Yau orbifolds and irreducible symplectic
orbifolds.
A finite quasi-e´tale morphism is a finite morphism which is e´tale
in codimension 1. The statement of Theorem 6.4 of [8] is more pre-
cise about the finite quasi-e´tale covering: it is indeed a finite orbifold
covering (see De´finition 5.1 of [8]).
The proof of Theorem 2.3 relies first on a generalization to orbifolds
of the de Rham decomposition theorem (Proposition 5.4 of [8]), which
provides a decomposition of the universal orbifold covering rX of X as
a product M0 ˆM1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMk, where M0 is a Euclidean space, and
M1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mk have all irreducible holonomy representation. The orbifold
version of the Cheeger-Gromoll theorem is provided by Borzellino and
Zhu (see [7]), and implies that M1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mk are all compact and their
Ricci curvature is zero. The remaining part of the proof is similar to
the one for compact manifolds.
2.1.2. Related notions and examples. There are other definitions which
are related to irreducible symplectic orbifolds.
Definition 2.4. A primitively symplectic V-manifold is a symplectic
orbifold X such that h2,0pXq “ 1. An irreducible symplectic V-manifold
is a compact, connected Ka¨hler orbifold X which is simply connected
and such that h2,0pXq “ 1.
Primitively symplectic V-manifolds are introduced in [15], section
2.1, while irreducible symplectic V-manifolds are introduced in [31],
Definition 1.3.(iv). Clearly an irreducible symplectic V-manifold is a
compact, connected Ka¨hler primitively symplectic V-manifold which is
simply connected. Moreover, an irreducible symplectic orbifold is an
irreducible symplectic V-manifold.
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We will discuss in the following several examples of irreducible sym-
plectic V-manifolds/orbifolds of dimension 4 and 6 which appear in
the literature. In particular, we will see that irreducible symplectic
V-manifolds are not always irreducible symplectic orbifolds.
Symmetric products of K3 surfaces.
If S is a K3 surface and m ě 2, the symmetric product X :“ SymmpSq
is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold. Indeed, it is a compact,
connected Ka¨hler orbifold having Y :“ HilbmpSq as a resolution of the
singularities. As Y is an irreducible symplectic manifold, it is simply
connected and has h2,0pY q “ 1: it follows that X is simply connected
and h2,0pXq “ 1 (see as instance Proposition 2.13 of [15]).
We notice that the smooth locus Xs of X is not simply connected,
since π1pX
sq » Σm. It follows that X is not an irreducible symplectic
orbifold.
Fujiki’s examples.
Tables I and II in section 13 of [15] present a list of 18 exam-
ples of irreducible symplectic V-manifolds of dimension 4 constructed
as follows: let S be a K3 surface or a 2´dimensional complex torus,
H a finite group acting symplectically on S (i. e. each element
h P H preserves the holomorphic symplectic form of S) and τ an
automorphism of H of order 2. Then H acts on S ˆ S via the action
mapping ph, ps, tqq to phpsq, τphqptqq. Let GpHq be the subgroup of
AutpS ˆ Sq generated by H and by the involution ι mapping ps, tq to
pt, sq, and consider Y :“ S ˆ S{GpHq.
The fixed locus of the action of GpHq may have 2´dimensional com-
ponents, and apart from that it has only isolated points: the singular
locus of Y is then given by a (possibly empty) 2´dimensional locus Σ
and by a finite number of points. Blowing up Σ, one gets a V-manifold
X whose singular locus is given by a finite number of points. Theorem
13.1 of [15] shows that X is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold.
We reproduce here Tables I and II for the convenience of the reader:
here b2 is the second Betti number of the variety, and ak is the number
of singular points of type pAk “ pC4{gk, 0q, where gk “ pζk, ζk, ζ´1k , ζ´1k q
and ζk :“ e
2pii
k (the sum a2 ` a3 ` a4 ` a6 is the number of singular
points of the variety). The varieties Xp are obtained starting from
a K3 surface S, while the varieties Yn are obtained starting from a
2´dimensional complex torus.
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Table 1. Fujiki’s examples
Symbol H b2 a2 a3 a4 a6
X1 idS 23 0 0 0 0
X2 Z{2Z 16 28 0 0 0
X3 pZ{2Zq
‘2 14 36 0 0 0
X4 pZ{2Zq
‘3 16 28 0 0 0
X5 Z{3Z 11 0 15 0 0
X6 pZ{2Zq
‘2 7 0 12 0 0
X7 Z{4Z 10 10 0 6 0
X8 pZ{4Zq
‘2 8 12 0 0 0
X9 Z{6Z 8 7 6 0 1
X10 pZ{2Zq ‘ pZ{4Zq 10 16 0 4 0
X11 pZ{2Zq ‘ pZ{6Zq 8 6 6 0 0
Y1 Z{3Z 7 0 36 0 0
Y2 pZ{3Zq
‘2 7 0 27 0 0
Y3 pZ{3Zq
‘3 7 0 0 0 0
Y4 Z{4Z 8 54 0 6 0
Y5 pZ{4Zq ‘ pZ{2Zq 10 52 0 4 0
Y6 pZ{4Zq ‘ pZ{2Zq
‘2 14 48 0 0 0
Y7 Z{6Z 8 35 16 0 0
In all the previous examples, the singular locus of S ˆ S{GpHq has
always at least one irreducible component of dimension 2: we have 1
component forX1, X5, X6, Y1, Y2 and Y3; 2 components forX2, X7, X9,
Y4 and Y7; 4 components for X3, X8, X10, X11 and Y5; 8 components
for X4 and Y6.
The varieties X1 and Y3 are the only smooth examples we get, and
they are both irreducible symplectic manifolds: X1 is the Hilbert
scheme of two points on S, while Y3 is deformation equivalent to
Kum2pT q (see Remark 13.2.3 and Proposition 14.3 of [15]).
If p ‰ 1 and n ‰ 3, then Xp and Yn are singular symplectic varieties
whose singular locus has codimension 4: by Corollary 1 of [40] they
all have terminal singularities, and by the Main Theorem of [41] their
deformations are locally trivial. It follows that if p ‰ q and pp, qq ‰
p2, 4q then Xp and Xq are not deformation equivalent; if n ‰ m then
Yn is not deformation equivalent to Ym, and for every p, n we have that
Xp is not deformation equivalent to Yn.
It is not known if X2 and X4 give different deformation classes.
Anyway, the Fujiki examples provide at least 17 different deforma-
tion classes of irreducible symplectic V-manifolds in dimension 4, 15 of
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which are singular. The values of b2 of these examples are 7, 8, 10, 11,
14, 16 and 23. It is still an open problem to determine if Xp and Yn
are irreducible symplectic orbifolds if p ‰ 1 and n ‰ 3.
Quotients of HilbnpK3q.
We now consider quotients of HilbnpSq where S is a projective
K3 surface. We start with the case n “ 2, so that the fixed locus
FixpGq of G is a union of a finite number of points (depending
on the order of G) and a (possibly empty) holomorphic symplectic
surface, and the same holds for the singular locus of Hilb2pSq{G. By
blowing up the singular surface one then gets an irreducible symplectic
V-manifold MG (see [15]).
A particular case is when G “ xφy, where φ is a symplectic auto-
morphism of prime order. By Corollary 2.13 of [37], the order p of φ
can only be 2, 3, 5, 7 or 11. The case of p “ 2, i. e. φ is a symplectic
involution, is studied in [31] and [34]. The case p “ 3 is studied in [34].
The case p “ 11 is studied in [33]. The cases p “ 5, 7 will be treated
by Menet in a forthcoming paper.
Example 2.5. If G “ xφy where φ is a symplectic involution, then
M2 :“ MG is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold with 28 isolated
singular points, and by Theorem 2.5 of [34] we have b2pM2q “ 16.
By Corollary 3.23 of [35] and Proposition 5.1 of [31] we have that the
topological Euler number of M2 is 268.
It follows that M2 is not deformation equivalent to any of the Fujiki
examples above: the only examples in Table 1 having 28 singular points
are X2 and X4 (for both of which b2 “ 16), whose topological Euler
number is 226 (see Remark 13.2.4 of [15]).
Example 2.6. If G “ xφy where φ is a natural symplectic automor-
phism of order 3, then FixpGq is given by 27 isolated points. We get
thatM3 :“MG is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold with 27 isolated
singular points.
This example is then not deformation equivalent to M2, and neither
to any of the Fujiki examples in Table 1: the only one of that list having
27 singular points is Y2, whose b2 “ 7. But by Theorem 1.3 of [33] we
have b2pM3q “ 11, so M3 is a new deformation class.
Example 2.7. Examples 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 of [37] provide two K3 surfaces
S1 and S2 such that Hilb
2pSiq has an automorphism σi of order 11. Let
Gi :“ xσiy: in both cases FixpGiq is given by 5 isolated points. Then
M i
11
:“ MGi is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold with 5 singular
points.
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By [33] we have b2pM
i
11
q “ 3 and that M1
11
and M2
11
are not defor-
mation equivalent, so they provide two more deformation classes.
We then get 4 more deformation classes of singular irreducible sym-
plectic V-manifolds of dimension 4 to add to the 15 classes presented by
Fujiki. If we now consider a K3 surface S and HilbnpSq for n ě 3, let φ
be a symplectic involution on HilbnpSq. The quotient Hn of Hilb
npSq
by the action of φ is again an irreducible symplectic V´manifold (see
[15], or Proposition 2.15 below).
We are in the position to describe which of these examples are irre-
ducible symplectic orbifolds, as the following shows:
Proposition 2.8. Let S be a projective K3 surface and G a finite group
of automorphisms of HilbnpSq acting symplectically.
(1) If the codimension of FixpGq is at least 4, then MG :“
Hilb2pSq{G is not an irreducible symplectic orbifold.
(2) If n “ 2 and G is generated by a symplectic involution, then the
singular locus of Hilb2pSq{G is given by 28 isolated points and
a K3 surface Σ. Then the partial resolution MG of Hilb
2pSq{G
obtained by blowing-up Σ is an irreducible symplectic orbifold.
In particular M2 is an irreducible symplectic orbifold, while M3, M
1
11
,
M2
11
and Hn are irreducible symplectic V´manifolds which are not ir-
reducible symplectic orbifolds.
Proof. Suppose first that FixpGq has codimension at least 4 in
HilbnpSq, so the singular locus of MG has codimension at least 4. We
know that MG is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold: we let U be its
smooth locus and f : HilbnpSq ÝÑ MG the quotient morphism. Hence
f : f´1pUq ÝÑ U is a finite e´tale covering whose degree is the order
of G: hence U is not simply connected, and MG is not an irreducible
symplectic orbifold.
We notice that forM3,M
1
11
andM2
11
we have that FixpGq is given by
isolated points (see Example 2 and Example 3 above), so they are not
irreducible symplectic orbifolds. The fixed locus FixpGq in the case of
Hn has codimension at least 4 by Theorem 1.1 of [24], so that Hn is
not an irreducible symplectic orbifold.
The case of n “ 2 and G generated by a symplectic involution is due
to Menet (see Remark 3.22 of [35]). We need to show that the smooth
locus U of MG is simply connected. Let D be the exceptional divisor
of MG coming from the blow-up b : MG ÝÑ XG :“ Hilb
2pSq{G.
Now, let Σ1 be the 2´dimensional component of the singular locus
of XG, and U
1 the smooth locus of XG. We notice that the blow-up
morphism b gives an isomorphism between UzD and U 1. Moreover
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the quotient morphism f : Hilb2pSq ÝÑ XG gives a double e´tale
covering Hilb2pSqzFixpGq ÝÑ U 1. As FixpGq has codimension 2
in Hilb2pSq, and Hilb2pSq is smooth, it follows that π1pHilb
2pSqq »
π1pHilb
2pSqzFixpGqq, so that Hilb2pSqzFixpGq is simply connected.
As a consequence, we see that π1pUzDq » π1pU
1q » Z{2Z. Hence,
there is an e´tale covering π1 : Y 1 ÝÑ UzD of degree 2, which extends
to a finite covering π : Y ÝÑ U branched along D. Notice that Y 1 is
simply connected, hence it follows that Y is simply connected as well.
Let now x0 P D and consider a loop γ in U pointed at x0. Let rγ be
a lift of γ to Y : notice that as x0 is a branching point, the fiber of π
over x0 is given by a unique point y0, so rγ is a loop in Y pointed at y0.
Since Y is simply connected, it follows that the homotopy class of rγ is
zero in π1pY, y0q, so the homotopy class of γ is zero as well in π1pU, x0q,
and we are done. 
Quotients of Kum2pSq.
Similar considerations are done in [25] for quotients of Kum2pSq
for an Abelian surface S. If σ is a symplectic involution on Kum2pSq,
by Theorem 7.5 of [25] the fixed locus of σ is given by 36 points
together with a K3 surface Σ.
The quotientKum2pSq{σ has then a singular locus given by 36 points
and a K3 surface. Blowing up the image of Σ in Kum2pSq{σ one
gets a V´manifold K which has 36 singular points. Again K is an
irreducible symplectic V-manifold, and b2pKq “ 8 (see [25]), hence K
is not deformation equivalent to M2, M3, M
1
11
and M2
11
.
Moreover, the only examples in Table 1 having 36 singular points are
X3 and Y1, whose b2 is 14 and 7 respectively, so K is not deformation
equivalent to any of the Fujiki examples: we then have another defor-
mation class of singular irreducible symplectic V-manifolds to add the
the previous 19 classes. The same proof of point 2 of Proposition 2.8
gives the following:
Proposition 2.9. The variety K is an irreducible symplectic orbifold.
Examples of Markushevich-Tikhomirov.
Markushevich and Tikhomirov present in [31] a different con-
struction of irreducible symplectic V-manifolds of dimension 4. Let X
be a del Pezzo surface which is the double cover of P2 branched along
a smooth quartic B0 with 28 bitangent lines, and let S be the double
cover of X branched along the curve ∆0 such that ∆0 ` ip∆0q is the
inverse image of a smooth quartic curve of P2 which is totally tangent
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to B0 at eight distinct points (here i is the involution on X induced
by the double cover X ÝÑ P2).
The surface S is a K3 surface, and let Mk be the moduli space of
torsion sheaves on S with first Chern class H (the pull-back of ´KX)
and Euler character k ´ 2 for k P 2Z, i. e. of Mukai vector v “
p0, H, k ´ 2q. We notice that Mk is a projective variety of dimension
6: as k is even, Mk has exactly 28 singular points (see Proposition
1.12.piiiq of [31]). Moreover, the moduli space Mk has an involution σ
mapping L PMk to Ext
1
OS
pL,OSp´Hqq.
If τ is the involution on S induced by the double cover S ÝÑ X , we
let κ :“ τ˚ ˝ σ: the fixed locus of κ has a 4´dimensional irreducible
component, denoted Pk. The morphism mapping L P Pk to LpHq P
Pk`2 is an isomorphism, hence we get at most two non-isomorphic
varieties P0 and P2.
By [31] we know that P0 and P2 are both irreducible symplectic
V-manifolds having 28 singular points. By Lemma 5.2 and Corollary
5.7 of [31] we have that P0 is birational to M2 via a Mukai flop, and
by Corollary 3.23 of [35]: it follows that P0 is an irreducible symplectic
orbifold.
It is not known if P0 and P2 are birational, isomorphic nor deforma-
tion equivalent, and it is still an open question if P2 is an irreducible
symplectic orbifold.
Example of Matteini.
A similar construction to that of Markushevich and Tikhomirov
is presented in [32]. Take a K3 surface S which is a double cover of
a generic cubic surface Y with involution τ , and take M to be the
moduli space of semistable torsion sheaves with first Chern class H
(the pull-back of ´KY ) and Euler character ´3: this is a singular
projective variety of dimension 8.
One still has an involution σ onM obtained as before, and we let κ :“
τ˚˝σ. The fixed locus of κ has a 6´dimensional irreducible component
P, whose singular locus is the union of 27 singular K3 surfaces. In [32]
it is shown that P is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold of dimension
6. It is not known if this example is an irreducible symplectic orbifold.
2.2. Varieties with canonical singularities. A further generaliza-
tion of the Beauville-Bogomolov decomposition theorem was obtained
for projective varieties with canonical singularities by the works of
Druel, Greb, Guenancia, Ho¨ring, Kebekus and Peternell, in particu-
lar [18], [11], [12], [16] and [19].
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2.2.1. The decomposition for singular projective varieties. We intro-
duce the following notation: if X is a normal variety and Xreg is the
smooth locus of X whose open embedding in X is j : Xreg ÝÑ X , for
every p P N such that 0 ď p ď dimpXq we let
Ω
rps
X :“ j˚Ω
p
Xreg
“
`
^p ΩX
˘˚˚
,
whose global sections are called reflexive p´forms on X .
Notice that by definition of Ω
rps
X we have H
0pX,Ω
rps
X q “
H0pXreg,Ω
p
Xreg
q. Theorem 1.4 of [17] shows that if X is a quasi-
projective variety with klt singularities and π : rX ÝÑ X is a log-
resolution, then for every p P N such that 0 ď p ď dimpXq the
sheaf π˚Ω
prX is reflexive. This implies in particular that H0pX,ΩrpsX q »
H0p rX,ΩprXq (see Observation 1.3 therein).
As shown in [17], if f : Y ÝÑ X is a finite, dominant mor-
phism between two irreducible normal varieties, then there is a mor-
phism of reflexive sheaves f˚Ω
rps
X ÝÑ Ω
rps
Y , induced by the usual
pull-back morphism of forms on the smooth loci, giving a morphism
f r˚s : H0pX,Ω
rps
X q ÝÑ H
0pY,Ω
rps
Y q, called reflexive pull-back morphism.
We recall the definitions of symplectic form and symplectic variety
(see [3]).
Definition 2.10. Let X be a normal variety.
(1) A symplectic form on X is a closed reflexive 2´form σ on X
which is non-degenerate at each point of Xreg.
(2) If σ is a symplectic form on X, the pair pX, σq is a symplectic
variety if for every resolution f : rX ÝÑ X of the singularities
of X, the holomorphic symplectic form σreg :“ σ|Xreg extends to
a holomorphic 2´form on rX.
(3) If pX, σq is a symplectic variety and f : rX ÝÑ X is a resolution
of the singularities over which σreg extends to a holomorphic
symplectic form, we say that f is a symplectic resolution.
A normal variety having a symplectic form and whose singular locus
has codimension at least 4 is a symplectic variety (see [14]), and a
symplectic variety has terminal singularities if and only if its singular
locus has codimension at least 4 (Corollary 1 of [40]).
We now define irreducible Calabi-Yau and irreducible symplectic va-
rieties following [18]. If X and Y are two irreducible normal projective
varieties, a finite quasi-e´tale morphism f : Y ÝÑ X is a finite mor-
phism which is e´tale in codimension one.
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Definition 2.11. Let X be an irreducible normal projective variety
with trivial canonical divisor and canonical singularities, of dimension
d ě 2.
(1) The variety X is irreducible Calabi-Yau if for every 0 ă p ă d
and for every finite quasi-e´tale morphism Y ÝÑ X, we have
H0pY,Ω
rps
Y q “ 0.
(2) The variety X is irreducible symplectic if it has a symplectic
form σ P H0pX,Ω
r2s
X q, and for every finite quasi-e´tale morphism
f : Y ÝÑ X the exterior algebra of reflexive forms on Y is
spanned by f r˚sσ.
A description of irreducible Calabi-Yau and irreducible symplectic
varieties in terms of holonomy is available by the work of Greb, Gue-
nancia and Kebekus [16]. More precisely, if H is an ample divisor on
X , by [13] there is a singular Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metric ωH in c1pHq,
inducing a Riemannian metric gH on Xreg.
We let HolpXreg, gHq be the holonomy group of this metric. Propo-
sition F of [18] shows that a normal projective variety of dimension
n with klt singularities and trivial canonical bundle is an irreducible
Calabi-Yau variety if and only if HolpXreg, gHq is isomorphic to SUpnq,
and it is an irreducible symplectic variety if and only if HolpXreg, gHq
is isomorphic to Sppn{2q.
The decomposition theorem for singular projective varieties is the
following:
Theorem 2.12. Let X be a normal projective varieties with klt singu-
larities and numerically trivial canonical bundle. Then X has a finite
quasi-e´tale covering f : Y ÝÑ X, where Y is a normal projective va-
riety with canonical singularities which is a product of complex tori,
irreducible Calabi-Yau varieties and irreducible symplectic varieties.
This is Theorem 1.15 of [19], and the proof can be found therein.
It consists of three major parts: one is the holonomy decomposition
obtained by Greb, Guenancia and Kebekus in [16] (namely Theorem B
and Proposition D therein); a second one is an algebraic integrability
theorem of Druel, which is Theorem 1.4 of [11]; the final ingredient
is Theorem 1.1 of [19]. Less general versions of the Bogomolov de-
composition theorem in the projective singular setting were previously
obtained in [18], [11] and [12]. The complete proof can be found in
section 4 of [19] (the proof of Theorem 1.5 therein).
Remark 2.13. We notice that even if the statement of Theorem 1.15
of [19] gives the existence of a quasi-e´tale covering f : Y ÝÑ X , this
is consistent with the statement of Theorem 2.12 since they define
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quasi-e´tale morphisms as finite morphisms whose ramification divisor
is empty.
2.2.2. Relation between the previous notions. The first result we state is
about the relation between irreducible symplectic manifolds, orbifolds
and varieties.
Proposition 2.14. The following properties hold.
(1) Irreducible symplectic manifolds are irreducible symplectic orb-
ifolds.
(2) Projective irreducible symplectic orbifolds are irreducible sym-
plectic varieties.
(3) Smooth irreducible symplectic varieties are irreducible symplec-
tic manifold.
Proof. The first point is trivial, and the last is a consequence of Propo-
sition A.1 of [21].
Suppose that X is a projective irreducible symplectic orbifold. Then
X is an normal projective variety with rational Cohen-Macaulay sin-
gularities and trivial canonical bundle. It follows that X has rational
Gorenstein singularities. Moreover, it has a holomorphic symplectic
form on its singular locus, so by Theorem 6 of [42] it follows that X is
a projective symplectic variety. In particular it has canonical singular-
ities (see [3]).
By Theorem 2.12 there is then a finite quasi-e´tale covering f : Y ÝÑ
X , where Y is a product of Abelian varieties, irreducible Calabi-Yau
varieties and irreducible symplectic varieties. As Xreg is simply con-
nected by definition of irreducible symplectic orbifold, it follows that f
is an isomorphism. As a consequence Y is simply connected, so it has
no factor which is an Abelian variety, and it is a symplectic variety,
hence it has no factor which is an irreducible Calabi-Yau variety.
Hence Y is a product of irreducible symplectic varieties. But as
H0pX,Ω
r2s
X q is one dimensional by definition of irreducible symplectic
orbifold, the same holds for Y . If Y is a product of m irreducible
symplectic varieties, we have that H0pY,Ω
r2s
Y q has dimension m: it
follows that m “ 1, so Y is an irreducible symplectic variety. As X is
isomorphic to Y , we are done. 
Irreducible symplectic V-manifolds are not necessarily irreducible
symplectic varieties. A first example of this is given by symmetric
products of K3 surfaces: if S is a K3 surface and m P N, m ě 2, then
X :“ SymmpSq is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold. Anyway it
has a finite quasi-e´tale covering Sm ÝÑ X , and h0pSm,Ω2Smq “ m, so
X is not an irreducible symplectic variety.
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By Theorem I of [18] we know that all irreducible symplectic varieties
are simply connected, so if X is a primitively symplectic V-manifold
which is an irreducible symplectic variety, then X is an irreducible
symplectic V-manifold. Anyway, as symplectic singularities are not,
in general, quotient singularities, we cannot expect that an irreducible
symplectic variety is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold: an example
will be given in the last section.
The following is a criterion to guarantee that some quotients of an ir-
reducible symplectic manifold are irreducible symplectic varieties (and
irreducible symplectic V´manifolds as well).
Proposition 2.15. Let X be an irreducible symplectic manifold, G Ď
AutpXq a finite subgroup acting symplectically on X and Y :“ X{G.
(1) The quotient Y is an irreducible symplectic V´manifold.
(2) If Y has terminal singularities and X is projective, then Y is
an irreducible symplectic variety.
Proof. The proof of the first part is basically contained in [15], but we
present it here for the reader’s sake. The fact that X is a compact,
connected Ka¨hler orbifold is Lemma 1.4 of [15], and by Lemma 2.4
of [15] we have that Y is symplectic. As X is simply connected, by
Lemma 1.2 of [15] it follows that Y is simply connected as well. Fi-
nally, we have H2,0pY q » H2,0pXqG, where H2,0pXqG is the space of
G´invariant sections. But as G acts symplectically and X is an irre-
ducible symplectic manifold, it follows that H2,0pY q is 1´dimensional,
so that Y is an irreducible symplectic V´manifold.
For the second part, as we know that Y is a normal projective sym-
plectic variety with terminal singularities, in order to show that it is an
irreducible symplectic variety we just need to look at its finite quasi-
e´tale coverings. So, let f : Y 1 ÝÑ Y be a finite quasi-e´tale covering
of Y . As the singularities of Y are terminal and as X is simply con-
nected (being an irreducible symplectic manifold), it follows that X is
the universal covering of Y .
In particular, it follows that we have a finite quasi-e´tale covering
π1 : X ÝÑ Y 1 given by the quotient by a subgroup G1 of G, and if we
let π : X ÝÑ Y , then π “ f ˝ π1. As X is an irreducible symplectic
manifold, its exterior algebra of holomorphic forms is spanned by the
symplectic form on X , which is the reflexive pull-back of the one on Y .
Moreover, we notice thatH0pY 1,Ω
rps
Y 1 q » H
p,0pXqG
1
, and asX is an ir-
reducible symplectic manifold andG (and hence G1) acts symplectically
we see that if p is even then H0pY 1,Ω
rps
Y 1 q is spanned by f
r˚sσp{2 (where
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σ is the symplectic form on Y ) and if p is odd then H0pY 1,Ω
rps
Y 1 q “ 0.
But this shows that Y is an irreducible symplectic variety. 
As an application of this, we see that the examples M3, M
1
11
, M2
11
and Hn presented in section 2.1.2 are all examples of irreducible sym-
plectic V´manifolds which are irreducible symplectic varieties (but not
irreducible symplectic orbifolds).
The partial resolution M2 of the quotient of Hilb
2pSq by a symplec-
tic involution (where S is a K3 surface), the partial resolution K2 of
the quotient of Kum2pT q by a symplectic involution (where T is a
2´dimensional complex torus), and the example P0 of [31] (which is
deformation equivalent to M2) are all irreducible symplectic varieties
as they are irreducible symplectic orbifolds.
For all other examples in section 2.1.2 (those of Fujiki, the example
P2 of [31] and the example of Matteini), it is not known if they are
irreducible symplectic varieties.
2.2.3. Related notions. Irreducible symplectic varieties appear in sev-
eral papers under different definitions. A first one appears in [1], and
it is defined as follows (the name given to these varieties in [1] is irre-
ducible symplectic varieties).
Definition 2.16. A resolvable symplectic variety is a normal, compact
Ka¨hler space X whose smooth locus has a holomorphic symplectic form
σ, and which has a symplectic resolution of the singularities which is
an irreducible symplectic manifold.
A projective resolvable symplectic variety is not always an irreducible
symplectic variety: if S is a projective K3 surface and m ě 2, then
SymmpSq is a projective resolvable symplectic variety (since it is a
normal projective symplectic variety having HilbmpSq as a symplectic
resolution), but it is not an irreducible symplectic variety.
Similarly, singular Kummer surfaces (i. e. a surface S obtained as
quotient of an Abelian surface A by the involution mapping p P A
to ´p P A) are resolvable symplectic surfaces (they have a symplectic
resolution which is a K3 surface), irreducible symplectic V-manifolds
but not irreducible symplectic varieties (as the quotient map A ÝÑ S
is a finite quasi-e´tale covering and h1,0pAq ‰ 0).
We will see in section 2.2.4 examples of irreducible symplectic va-
rieties which are not resolvable symplectic varieties, and of resolvable
symplectic varieties which are not irreducible symplectic V-manifolds.
Anyway we have the following:
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Proposition 2.17. If X is an irreducible symplectic variety (resp. an
irreducible symplectic V-manifold) having a symplectic resolution Y ,
then Y is an irreducible symplectic manifold. In particular, X is a
resolvable symplectic variety.
Proof. If X is an irreducible symplectic variety, this is Remark 1.16 of
[48]. IfX is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold, thenX has canonical
singularities. By [52] we get π1pXq » π1pY q, so Y is simply connected.
Finally, by Theorem 1.4 of [17] we have h0pY,Ω2Y q “ h
0pX,Ω
r2s
X q, which
is 1 by definition, and we are done. 
A further definition of irreducible symplectic variety appears in [51],
where it is defined as a projective symplectic variety X such that
h1pX,OXq “ 0 and h
0pX,Ω
r2s
X q “ 1. It is called Namikawa symplectic
variety if it is moreover Q´factorial and its singular locus has codi-
mension at least 4 (see Definition 1 therein).
Definition 2.18. We will call Namikawa symplectic variety a nor-
mal, compact Ka¨hler complex space X such that h1pX,OXq “ 0 and
h0pX,Ω
r2s
X q “ 1.
Namikawa symplectic varieties are the most general kind of varieties
we will deal with. Namely:
Proposition 2.19. Irreducible symplectic varieties, resolvable sym-
plectic varieties and irreducible symplectic V-manifolds are all
Namikawa symplectic varieties.
Proof. The proof that irreducible symplectic and resolvable symplectic
varieties are Namikawa symplectic is given in Propositions 1.9 and 1.10
of [48]. If X is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold, then X has ratio-
nal Gorenstein singularities and has a symplectic form on its smooth
locus, hence by Theorem 6 of [42] it is a symplectic variety.
Moreover, if f : rX ÝÑ X is a resolution of the singularities, as X
has rational singularities we have an isomorphism between H1pX,OXq
and H1p rX,O rXq. As X has klt singularities we have π1pXq » π1p rXq
(by [52]), and since X is simply connected it follows that rX is simply
connected. As a consequence of this we see that H1p rX,O rXq “ 0, and
hence H1pX,OXq “ 0. As by definition of irreducible symplectic V-
manifold we have that H0pX,Ω
r2s
X q is one dimensional, we are done. 
No example of Namikawa symplectic variety which is not an irre-
ducible symplectic variety, nor an irreducible symplectic V-manifold,
nor a resolvable symplectic variety is known.
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2.2.4. Examples. We now introduce two families of examples of irre-
ducible symplectic varieties. In what follows S will denote a projective
K3 surface or an Abelian surface, and we let ǫpSq :“ 1 if S is K3, and
0 if S is Abelian. We let ρpSq be the rank of the Ne´ron-Severi group
NSpSq of S.
An element v P rHpS,Zq :“ H2˚pS,Zq will be written v “ pv0, v1, v2q,
where vi P H
2ipS,Zq, and v0, v2 P Z. It will be called Mukai vector if
v0 ě 0, v1 P NSpSq and if v0 “ 0, then either v1 is the first Chern class
of an effective divisor, or v1 “ 0 and v2 ą 0.
The Z´module rHpS,Zq has a pure weight-two Hodge structure and
a lattice structure with respect to the Mukai pairing p., .q (see [20],
Definitions 6.1.5 and 6.1.11). We let v2 :“ pv, vq for every Mukai vector
v, and we refer to rHpS,Zq as the Mukai lattice of S. We will always
write v “ mw, where m P N and w is a primitive Mukai vector on S.
To any coherent sheaf F on S we associate a Mukai vector
vpFq :“ chpFq
a
tdpSq P rHpS,Zq.
Taking v a Mukai vector on S and suppose that H is a v´generic po-
larization (see as instance section 2.1 of [48] for the precise definition),
we consider the moduli space MvpS,Hq (resp. M
s
v pS,Hq) of Gieseker
H´semistable (resp. H´stable) sheaves on S with Mukai vector v.
Then Mv is a projective variety and M
s
v ĎMv is open (see [20]).
The following properties hold.
(1) If S is a K3 surface and v “ mw for a primitive Mukai vector
w, then Mv ‰ H if and only if w
2 ě ´2 (see [39] and [54]). If
S is an Abelian surface, then Mv ‰ H if and only w
2 ě 0 (see
[55]).
(2) If S is a K3 surface and v “ mw for a primtive Mukai vector w
such that w2 “ ´2, then Mv is a point (see [39]).
(3) If S is a K3 surface, v “ mw and w2 “ 0, then Mv » Sym
mpS 1q
for a projective K3 surface S 1 (see [39] and [23]). If m “ 1
we then get a projective K3 surface, while if m ě 2 we then
get an irreducible symplectic V-manifold, which is a resolvable
symplectic variety but which is neither an irreducible symplectic
variety nor an irreducible symplectic orbifold.
(4) If S is an Abelian surface, v “ mw and w2 “ 0, then Mv »
SymmpT q for an Abelian surface T (see [39] and [23]). If m “ 1
we then get an Abelian surface, and hence a K3 surface via
the Kummer construction. If m ě 2 we consider the natural
sum morphism s : Mv ÝÑ T , and let K :“ s
´1p0q: then K
is an irreducible symplectic V-manifold, which is a resolvable
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symplectic variety but which is neither an irreducible symplectic
variety nor an irreducible symplectic orbifold (see Example 1.13
of [48]).
(5) If S is a K3 surface or an Abelian surface and v “ mw for a
primitive Mukai vector w such that w2 ą 0, thenMv is a normal,
irreducible projective variety of dimension v2`2 whose smooth
locus is Msv (see [54]). By [38] Mv has a symplectic form.
(6) If S is an Abelian surface and v “ mw for a primitive Mukai
vector w such that w2 ą 0, by section 4.1 of [55] we have a
dominant isotrivial fibration av : MvpS,Hq ÝÑ S ˆ pS, wherepS is the dual of S. We let Kv :“ a´1v p0S,OSq, and Ksv :“
Kv XM
s
v . The restriction of the symplectic form of Mv to Kv
is a symplectic form (see [55]).
The moduli spaces Mv and Kv described above give us examples of
irreducible symplectic varieties if v2 ą 0. This is the content of the
following result, which is Theorem 1.19 of [48]:
Proposition 2.20. Let S be a projective K3 surface of an Abelian
surface, v a Mukai vector on S such that v “ mw for a primitive
Mukai vector w with w2 ą 0, and H a v´generic polarization.
(1) If S is K3, then MvpS,Hq is an irreducible symplectic variety.
(a) If m “ 1, it is an irreducible symplectic manifold.
(b) If m “ 2 and w2 “ 2, it has a symplectic resolution which
is an irreducible symplectic manifold.
(c) In all other cases it has terminal singularities.
(2) Suppose that S is Abelian. If m “ 1 and w2 “ 2 then KvpS,Hq
is a point. In all other cases KvpS,Hq is an irreducible sym-
plectic variety.
(a) If m “ 1 and w2 ą 2, it is an irreducible symplectic mani-
fold.
(b) If m “ 2 and w2 “ 2, it has a symplectic resolution which
is an irreducible symplectic manifold.
(c) In all other cases it has terminal singularities.
The case m “ 1 was proved in its final form by Yoshioka in [54] and
[55] (but with important steps towards the complete proof given in [38],
[2], [43]). The case m “ 2, w2 “ 2 was studied first by O’Grady in [44]
and [45] for v “ 2p1, 0,´1q, where it was shown thatMv (resp. Kv) has
a symplectic resolution which is an irreducible symplectic manifold.
In [30] it is shown that the symplectic resolution exists for all v “ 2w,
where w is primitive and w2 “ 2. In [47] it is shown that such a sym-
plectic resolution is an irreducible symplectic manifold, deformation
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equivalent to OG10 (resp. OG6). The proof of the statement for all
other cases is contained in [48].
The cases m “ 1 and m “ 2, w2 “ 2 then recover all the known
deformation classes of irreducible symplectic manifolds. Moreover, the
case m “ 2, w2 “ 2 give examples of irreducible symplectic varieties
which are resolvable symplectic varieties. We notice in particular that
if S is Abelian, then the smooth locus of Kv in this case is not sim-
ply connected (see Theorem 3.7 of [48]), giving then an example of
irreducible symplectic variety which is not an irreducible symplectic
orbifold.
The remaining cases give examples of irreducible symplectic vari-
eties having no symplectic resolution, hence they are not resolvable
symplectic varieties. Moreover, we have the following result:
Proposition 2.21. Let S1 and S2 be two projective K3 surfaces (resp.
Abelian surfaces), vi “ miwi a Mukai vector on Si for mi ą 0 and
wi primitive Mukai vector, and Hi a vi´generic polarization on Si.
Then Mv1pS1, H1q (resp. Kv1pS1, H1q) is deformation equivalent to
Mv2pS2, H2q (resp. Kv2pS2, H2q) if and only if m1 “ m2 and w
2
1
“ w2
2
.
The sufficient condition is essentially proved by Yoshioka in [56] and
[57] (see even [48]). The converse is proved in a forthcoming paper of
the author and Rapagnetta (see [49]). As a consequence we see that
in dimension 2n we find a deformation class of irreducible symplectic
varieties of dimension 2n for each pair pm, kq such that m2k ` 1 “ n
or m2k ´ 1 “ n (just take the moduli space of semistable sheaves of
Mukai vector pm, 0,´mkq).
By [49] we see that the second Betti number of all these examples is
23 (in the case of MvpS,Hq for a projective K3 surface S) or 7 (in the
case of KvpS,Hq for an Abelian surface S).
Remark 2.22. The deformation classes in dimension 4 and 6 we obtain
in this way are different from those of the examples of singular irre-
ducible symplectic V-manifolds we presented in section 2.1.2. Indeed,
if S is K3 we have dimpMvq “ 4, 6 only if v
2 “ 2, 4, so v must be prim-
itive and Mv is then smooth. If S is Abelian we have dimpKvq “ 4, 6
only if v2 “ 6, 8. If v2 “ 6 then v is primitive and Kv smooth; if v
2 “ 8
then either v is primitive and Kv is smooth, or v “ 2w for w primitive
with w2, and Kv has a symplectic resolution.
Finally, we remark that the singular moduli spaces in the statement
of Proposition 2.20 give examples of irreducible symplectic varieties
which are not irreducible symplectic V-manifolds, as their singularities
are not quotient singularities.
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